We explore the relationship between the technological origins and novelty of inventions on the one hand and their technological impact on the other hand. In particular, we are interested into the technological origins and novelty of breakthrough inventions. By jointly looking at the effects of the origins and novelty on an invention?s average impact, on the likelihood of a very poor invention, and on the likelihood of a breakthrough, we identify some trade-offs researchers face when exploring breakthroughs. For evidence, we consider the US patent record in biotechnology from 1976 to 2001. Our analysis shows that breakthroughs in biotechnology rely more on non-technical and technical prior art, particularly more recent technical prior art, prior art from many different technology fields, and prior art from unfamiliar technology fields. Yet, breakthroughs are less likely to have a dissimilar set of technical prior art citations, as they are more likely to use prior art previously cited by many other inventions. Besides differences in the origins, we find significant differences in the technological novelty. Breakthroughs are more novel in the sense that they are more likely to recombine technological components for the first time in history, particularly more familiar technological components.
Introduction
The main objective of this paper is to study the technological origins and novelty of breakthrough inventions. The large majority of all inventions are incremental, further improving existing inventions. Only a very small minority of all inventions are breakthroughs. Although they are small in numbers compared to incremental ones, breakthroughs are generally considered as most important. They generate order-of-magnitude improvements rather than incremental improvements over existing technologies (Tushman and Anderson, 1986) and serve extensively as prior art for many subsequent incremental inventions who further improve on the breakthrough. They lie at the heart of changes in technological paradigms (Freeman, 1992) , create new technological systems and even new industries (Nelson and Winter,1982) .
The breakthrough versus incremental characterization of technological inventions is most commonly traced to Schumpeter (Freeman, 1992 ). Schumpeter's work placed far greater emphasis on the discontinuous nature of technological change than on smaller more gradual improvements. Because of their high direct and indirect impact, he deemed technological breakthroughs as a key component of value creation and growth (Schumpeter, 1942) . Subsequent work has shown how firms' value creation and performance often depends on the few breakthroughs in their portfolio. Scherer and Harhoff (2000) for example estimated for different samples of company and university patents that 10% of the patents generated 48% to 93% of the total returns. Other studies showed how companies pioneering breakthroughs grow at a much faster rate (Tushman and Anderson, 1986) . But also from a societal perspective, breakthroughs are an important target. Public R&D funding agencies such as the National Science Foundation (NSF) increasingly aim at transformative research, i.e. research that holds the potential to radically change our understanding of current science or engineering concepts (NSB, 2007) .
Similarly, the European Research Council (ERC) mission statement includes that its grants should help to bring about new and unpredictable scientific and technological discoveries, the kind of inventions that form the basis of new industries, markets and broader social innovations in the future. In addition, Europe's Horizon 2020 states as ambition to help innovative firms to develop their technological breakthroughs.
A major issue in the academic literature studying breakthrough inventions is how they arise and evolve. Most empirical papers study the emergence of breakthroughs from a company (e.g. Ahuja and Lampert, 2001) or inventor perspective (e.g. Singh and Fleming, 2010) , looking for which type of firm or team of inventors is most likely to introduce breakthroughs. A particular focus in the literature is on whether large incumbents or rather small start-ups are the main source of breakthrough inventions. Older and larger firms, having to surmount an incumbency trap, are typically taken to be disadvantaged in introducing breakthroughs (e.g. Henderson, 1993; Sorenson and Stuart, 2000) . But this literature by and large fails to come with conclusive evidence. Large firms are not necessarily doomed to incremental improvement of well-established technology and there is substantial heterogeneity across and within firms on who introduces breakthroughs and how (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Hill and Rothaermel, 2003) .
We believe part of this confusion is caused by the lack of a proper understanding of the technological origins and nature of breakthroughs. For instance, one of the main reasons typically raised for why incumbent firms fail is because breakthroughs are frequently based on scientific and technological knowledge unfamiliar for incumbents (Tushman and Anderson, 1986) . We lack however empirical evidence on whether technological breakthroughs indeed more likely originate from unfamiliar knowledge and technology.
In this paper, rather than studying the associated companies or inventors, we look at different ex-ante characteristics of breakthroughs at the invention level. More specifically, we want to study the technology shoulders on which they build and the new configurations of technologies they make. Analyzing the technological origins and novelty of breakthroughs and how both interact can provide a more comprehensive picture on which company or team of inventors is most likely to introduce them. Furthermore, it potentially can inform researchers, companies and governments on different pathways to create breakthroughs, i.e. on how they could organize to increase their chances at a breakthrough. For instance, what kind of search and exploration strategies are most successful? Should companies stay in familiar territory or venture into new and unfamiliar technology fields? Should researchers search emerging technologies as locus for breakthroughs? Should they experiment with new recombinations of well-established technologies? Can R&D funding agencies stimulate the creation of breakthroughs by stimulating cross-disciplinary collaboration among researchers?
Despite the importance of breakthrough inventions, little is actually known about their technological origins and novelty, besides seminal historical analyses (e.g. Usher, 1954; Basalla, 1988) , a number of more recent case studies (e.g. Fleming, 2002; Hargadon, 2003; Cattani, 2006) and scarce empirical evidence on particular characteristics of their origins. Using patent data, Fleming (2001) provides larger empirical evidence focusing on technological component and combination familiarity of inventions and their effect on the average and variance of patent value. He finds that experimentation with less familiar technological components and component combinations leads to less useful inventions on average but also increases the variability resulting in higher probability for both failure and breakthrough. Using a sample of tennis racket patents, Dahlin and Behrens (2005) find technologically radical patents have backward patent citations which are dissimilar from prior patents. Studying the technological origins of breakthrough patents, Schoenmakers and Duysters (2010) find breakthroughs, which they list as radical, use more, broader and younger technical prior art as compared to a control group of patents.
In this paper, we look at both technological origins and technological novelty of breakthroughs. We identify different trade-offs researchers face by taking more inventive risks in order to discover breakthroughs. First, by jointly looking at the effects of the origins and novelty on an invention's average value, on the likelihood of a very poor invention, and on the likelihood of a breakthrough. Second, by studying the interaction between technological origins and novelty. In line with prior empirical studies, we use patent data to identify and characterize breakthrough inventions. Patents are the single most important source of information on the origins, novelty and impact of technological inventions. They contain detailed and consistent information on both the prior art used to create the invention as well as on the nature and impact of the invention itself. Using forward patent citations to measure impact restricts the analysis to assessing breakthroughs in the technological dimension only (Jaffe et al., 2000) , being ignorant on the commercial dimension. Nevertheless, previous research has indicated that forward citation counts are related to social value (Trajtenberg, 1990 ) and private value (Harhoff et al, 1999; Hall et al., 2005 , Gambardella et al, 2008 . Moreover, we restrict our analysis to the field of biotechnology since the vast majority of inventions in biotechnology is patented (Arundel and Kabla, 1998) , and because biotechnology experienced many technological breakthroughs over the past years.
Our analysis on biotech patents suggests breakthroughs rely more on non-technical and technical prior art, particularly more recent technical prior art, prior art from many different technology fields, and prior art from unfamiliar technology fields. Yet, breakthroughs are less likely to have a dissimilar set of technical prior art citations, as they are more likely to cite technical prior art previously cited by many other inventions. Besides differences in the origins, we find significant differences in the technological novelty. Breakthroughs are more novel in the sense that they are more likely to recombine two technological components for the first time in history and have a larger proportion of such new to the world recombinations. Furthermore, they are broader in scope and serve a more general purpose as they cover more claims and technology fields. Testing a number of interaction effects between the origins and novelty of inventions, we find that most impactful technological inventions are based on new recombinations of most familiar technological components, i.e. components which have been used extensively in many technological applications in the past. Before we present the results in section 4, we first review the literature in section 2 and detail our data and empirical strategy in section 3.
Breakthrough Inventions and their Technological Origins and Novelty

Characterizing Breakthrough Inventions
The literature struggles with a lack of a commonly used definition of what breakthrough inventions are. This is partly due to the fact that this topic has been studied by many scholarly communities including the economics and strategy of innovation, industrial organization, evolutionary economics, corporate strategy, marketing and the history of technological change.
Researchers have tended to draw upon a wide range of terminologies where beyond breakthroughs also discontinuous, radical and disruptive technologies meet. Tushman and Anderson (1986) define technological breakthroughs or discontinuities as inventions which offer order-of-magnitude improvements in the price versus performance ratio over existing technology. They classified these major technological shifts as either competenceenhancing or competence-destroying, depending on if they reinforced or destroyed established firms' existing competencies, skills and knowledge. Rosenberg (1994) identifies major innovations as those that provide a framework for many subsequent innovations, each dependent upon or complementary to the original one. Similarly, Fleming (2001) and Ahuja and Lampert (2001) identify breakthroughs as those foundational inventions that serve as the basis for many subsequent technological inventions.
A number of other concepts closely related to breakthrough inventions are popular in the management literature. A notion often associated with breakthroughs is radicalness. Chandy and Tellis (1998) define radical inventions as those that incorporate substantially different technology compared to existing products and can fulfill consumer needs better than existing products. They separately define technological breakthroughs as those that satisfy the first, but not necessarily the second condition. Utterback (1996) defines radical innovations or discontinuous change as "change that sweeps away much of a firm's existing investments in technical skills and knowledge, designs, production technique, plant and equipment," and Henderson (1993) described an innovation as radical if it renders a firm's information filters and organizational procedures partially obsolete. Henderson and Clark (1990) In this paper, we follow Rosenberg (1994) , Fleming (2001) and Ahuja and Lampert (2001) and define technological breakthroughs as those inventions that disproportionally serve as prior art for many subsequent inventions. We follow the tradition in the empirical literature by identifying technological breakthroughs by means of forward patent citations (Fleming, 2001; Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Singh and Fleming, 2010) . The count of forward citations a patent receives is correlated with its technological importance (Albert et al., 1991; Carpenter et al, 1993; Jaffe et al., 2000) as well as its social (Trajtenberg, 1990 ) and private value (Harhoff et al, 1999; Hall et al., 2005) . The distribution of forward citation counts is very skewed with a large share of patents receiving no citations and a small minority of patents with a very large count of forward citations. This pattern resembles the distribution of the actual impact and value of inventions which also tend to be very skewed (Schumpeter, 1942 , Scherer & Harhoff, 2000 . Therefore, it is most likely that outliers in the top of the distributions of forward citation counts are most important technological inventions. Schoenmakers & Duysters (2010) simply identify breakthroughs as those patents with more than 20 forward citations, ignoring technology and time specific effects driving the number of citations. Most other prior studies have identified breakthrough patents as the top 1% or 5% in terms of citations received compared to patents filed in the same year and in the same primary 3-digit technology class (e.g. Ahuja and Lampert 2001; Singh and Fleming 2010) . This definition assumes each technology field to have a fixed share of high impact inventions each year and does not compare patents across years in order to identify breakthroughs. To avoid a definition that forces a fixed share of breakthroughs every year in each class while allowing similar patents to be compared across years, we consider the distributions of both un-truncated and truncated forward citations counts and identify outliers in the top of these distributions. This methodology is explained in more detail in Arts (2012) and in the variables section below.
The Technological Origins of Breakthroughs
Although frequently labeled as revolutionary or discontinuous to prior art, breakthroughs generally also have a pre-history of technical developments. Grounded in historical analyses of the evolution of technology, Usher (1954) and Basalla (1988) show that breakthroughs, and technological inventions in general, originate from the recombination of knowledge and technological components already in existence. As such, technological progress is an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary process whose technological origins can be traced. For instance, the transistor, often labeled as a disruptive or radical invention replacing vacuum tubes, has its origins in crystal radio sets preceding vacuum tubes (Basalla, 1988) . Also management scholars such as Utterback (1996) point out that "radical innovations often are seen to be based on the synthesis of well-known technical information or components". Fleming (2001) argues and shows breakthroughs most likely originate from new recombinations of most familiar technological components, i.e. components which have been used extensively in the past in different applications. Levinthal (1998) and Adner and Levinthal (2002) discuss how radical or discontinuous technologies result from a shift of an existing technical lineage to a new domain of application, from leveraging knowledge and technology from unfamiliar technology fields.
To trace the technological origins of patented inventions, scholars have used backward patent citations, citations to non-patent literature, the technology fields of the patents which are being cited and the technology subclasses or components of the patented technology itself. A first way to identify "pioneering" inventions is to look at patents without any citations to prior patents (Ahuja and Lampert 2001) . Granted patents without technical prior art citations have no direct technological antecedents and potentially cover very original technologies. By contrast, the count of backward patent citations indicates on how much technical prior art the patent is directly relying. A large number of backward citations is associated with a larger base of technical prior art.
Another way to identify technologically radical inventions using backward patent citations was developed by Dahlin and Behrens (2005) . They argue and show, using a sample of tennis racket patents, that patents protecting technologically radical inventions have a dissimilar set of technical prior art citations compared to prior patents filed in the same field, i.e. they recombine technical prior art which is not frequently used by prior patents and particularly not used together by one and the same patent. This definition is in line with the conceptualization of invention as a recombinant search process and the view that technological breakthroughs originate from new recombinations of existing technological components (Fleming, 2001; Hargadon, 2003) .
Besides looking at the number of backward patent citations and at which patents are being cited, others have analyzed the technology fields of the cited patents. Technological breakthroughs are expected to source prior art from a broader part of the technology landscape.
While Schoenmakers & Duysters (2010) simply count the number of different technology fields being cited, Trajtenberg et al. (1997) and Hall et al. (2001) developed a concentration measure based on the spread of backward citations over technology fields, arguing that the lower the concentration, the more original or basic the invention is.
Comparing the technology classes of the cited patents to the technology classes of the citing patent, allows testing whether breakthrough inventions build upon different technological knowledge and paradigms than the one in which it is currently applied (Shane, 2001; Adner and Levinthal, 2002) , whether unfamiliar technology fields were sourced (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001 ). Citing proportionally more patents from technology fields different from its own technology fields reflects the degree to which knowledge and technology is sourced from different fields and is expected to increase the likelihood at a breakthrough.
Furthermore, citations to non-technical prior art, predominantly scientific literature, may also reflect the evolutionary origins of the invention. Science alters inventors search processes because it directs researchers to the most useful combinations of technological components. Fleming and Sorenson (2004) show how the value of science for technological inventions increases with the difficulty of the inventive problem. As such, we expect technological breakthroughs being big inventive steps to be more science rooted.
With respect to the age of the cited prior art, breakthroughs are expected to rely on more recently developed technical prior art (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Schoenmakers & Duysters, 2010) . As a technology matures, it becomes better understood and more reliable. Therefore, recombining more mature technologies reduces the recombinant uncertainty but also the likelihood to hit a breakthrough. By contrast, emerging or relatively young technologies are less familiar and reliable but provide more opportunities to be used in novel ways and therefore may generate breakthroughs more often. Schoenmakers & Duysters (2010) calculate the mean average age of the cited patents and find that breakthroughs rely on younger technical prior art on average.
To capture not only the directly cited technical prior art but also the use and recent use of the technological components or subfields of the patent, Fleming (2001) develops a measure of component familiarity capturing how many prior patents have used a patent's technological components 1 . On the one hand, the reuse of more familiar technological components might reduce the recombinant uncertainty and increase the average value of the invention but at the same time also reduce the likelihood at a breakthrough. On the other hand, inventors might take more inventive risks with more familiar components. Fleming (2001) shows first that breakthroughs most likely emerge from the recombination of most familiar technological components, and second that re-using exactly the same combination of technological components as prior patents reduces the likelihood at a breakthrough. The more a particular combination is used by prior patents, the less likely a breakthroughs will emerge. Therefore, his findings suggest technological breakthroughs most likely originate from recombining disconnected technological components each having a distinct but very fruitful history of progress in different inventive applications. Experimenting with new combinations of technological components can help organizations create technological breakthroughs, but at the same time it also reduces the average value of the inventions and increases the number of failures.
The Technological Novelty of Breakthroughs
Beyond having different technological origins compared to incremental inventions, breakthroughs are also expected to be more novel in a technological sense. Usher (1954) and Basalla (1988) describe how technological novelty is mainly driven by the recombination of preexisting technological knowledge and components. An invention can be novel either by combining particular technological components for the first time or by differently linking previously combined components together in a new architecture (Henderson and Clark, 1990; Fleming, 2001 
Data, Variables and Hypotheses
In this paper, we look at both technological origins and technological novelty of breakthroughs inventions. More particularly, we want to see whether (i) inventions with more diversified, dissimilar, younger and more familiar technical prior art and (ii) inventions with new recombinations of technological components are more likely to turn into breakthroughs. We also explore any possible effect from combining novelty with familiarity.
Patent Data
In line with the literature, we use patent data to identify breakthrough inventions and to characterize the technological origins and novelty of inventions. While not all technological inventions are patented, patent data still include a large proportion of both failed and very successful technological discoveries, making the data appropriate to study breakthroughs (e.g. covered by the patent. Furthermore, the systematic classification of patents into very detailed technological main-and subclasses (currently more than 140,000) allows the identification of the different subfields or components of the patented technology (Fleming, 2001) . Finally, forward citations can be used to measure technological impact and to identify technological breakthroughs (e.g. Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Singh and Fleming, 2010) .
Sample Selection
Our study will focus on the field of biotechnology given that patenting is a very common practice and given the significant number of breakthroughs in the field over the past years. sharing at least one 3-digit US technology class filed within the same year and the truncated citation count to compare all patents sharing at least one 3-digit technology class irrespectively of their time of filing. For each of the distributions, we calculate the mean and standard deviation of (truncated) forward citation counts. A patent is labeled as being a technological breakthrough in case both its truncated and full count of forward citations are larger than the mean plus n times the stdev in at least one of its technology classes. So for each technology class of a patent, the patent is compared with 2 distributions: the distribution of full forward citation counts and the distribution of truncated forward citation counts (see Arts (2012) for a more elaborate discussion of the methodology). Using a 1 and 3 standard deviation rule to identify outliers in the distribution of forward citations, we respectively find 6.9% and 1.5% of biotechnology patents in our sample to be labeled as breakthrough inventions. The use of a relatively less and more restrictive definition of breakthroughs allows us to not only study differences between breakthrough patents and control patents but also to look at breakthroughs with different levels of impact.
Independent Variables: Technological Origins of Inventions Dissimilar backward patent citations
To identify which patents have a dissimilar recombination of backward patent citations with respect to prior art, we closely follow the methodology of Dahlin and Behrens (2005) . We calculate the overlap scores between the backward patent citations of each patent with all other previously granted patents in the same field, and averaging these overlap scores within each year relative to the grant year of the patent.
Concretely, we calculate for each patent P granted in year t the average annual overlap scores between the backward citations of P with respectively all other patents filed in the same field (3-digit US technology class) within a time window of 5 years before the grant year of P.
We extent Dahlin and Behrens (2005) by comparing a patent to all other US granted patents with at least one similar 3-digit technology class. So for each of a patent's technology classes, we follow the methodology as outlined in Dahlin and Behrens (2005) . First, we label P as having dissimilar backward citations compared to prior art in case the average annual overlap score is 0 or in case the average standardized annual overlap score is smaller than or equal to the 10 th percentile of all patents for each year t-n with n>0 and n<=5. Due to truncation, not all patents have a time window of 5 years before their grant year. For patents which we can only be observed 3 or 4 years before grant, we require the patent's average overlap score to be 0 or its standardized average annual overlap score to be equal to or smaller than the 10 th percentile threshold for each of the observed years before grant. Patents which cannot be observed at least 3 years before the grant year are not taken into account during the analysis. Those patents which have the lowest overlapping scores compared to prior art in the field are considered to be dissimilar in technological origins. Following this methodology, 46% of the patents in our sample are labeled as having dissimilar technological origins. We expect inventions with dissimilar technological origins are more likely to be breakthroughs.
Backward citation lag
The average backward citation lag captures the extent to which the patent is building on emerging or rather maturing technologies. Rather than the mean age of the cited patents, as used in Schoenmakers & Duysters (2010) , which ignores the age of the citing patent, we calculate the average backward citation lag as the average number of years between the application of the citing patent and the application of the cited patents. A relatively short backward citation lag indicates the patent builds on more recently developed technical prior art. We expect these inventions are more likely to become breakthroughs.
Spread of backward citations across technology fields
To measure the spread of backward citations across fields, we use the measure developed by Trajtenberg et al. (1997) and Hall et al. (2001) reflecting the concentration of backward patent citations in technology classes. Their measure, which they list as "originality" is calculated as 1-bias-corrected 2 Herfindahl index of the technological classes (3-digit) of all cited patents. A larger originality score indicates the patent is recombining prior art from a broad base of technology fields. We expect these inventions are more likely to become breakthroughs.
Proportion of backward citations from different technology fields
To capture the degree to which patents build upon prior art from technology fields different from the one(s) in which it is currently applied, we calculate the proportion of cited patents which cover 3 digit technology class(es) different from the technology class(es) of the focal patent. We expect breakthrough inventions to proportionally cite more patents from different technology classes.
Familiarity of technological components
In line with Fleming (2001), we calculate a patent level measure of component familiarity by taking the average familiarity of each of a patent's subclasses. Individual component familiarity of patent i's subclass j is calculate as
In line with Fleming (2001), we take 5 years as the time constant of knowledge loss, i.e. a yearly knowledge loss of 18% and take the square root of the average component familiarity. We expect breakthrough inventions to recombine less familiar technological components.
No backward citations
We calculate a dummy for patents without any backward citations to prior patents. These patents have been labeled as pioneering as they do not built directly on any technical prior art (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001 ). We expect these inventions more likely to be breakthroughs.
Count backward patent citations and citations to non-technical prior art
We calculate the number of citations to prior patents to measure the extent to which the patent relies on relatively more technical prior art. Moreover, we calculate the number of citations to non-technical prior art to measure the extent to which the patent relies on relatively more nontechnical prior art. We expect breakthrough inventions to cite more non-technical prior art.
Independent Variables: Technological Novelty of Inventions New recombination of technology subclasses or components
To identify patents which combine technological components for the first time in history, we use the 2008 US technology subclass concordance to go through all technology subclass assignments of all US granted patents in order to generate all first pairwise subclass combinations (Fleming et al., 2007) . At the patent, level, we calculate a dummy in case the patent makes a least one new recombination as well as a the proportion of new pairwise recombinations among all possible pairwise combinations of a patent's technology subclasses. We expect breakthrough inventions to be more novel and to have a larger proportion of new component combinations.
Other Variables
We include the number of claims to capture the scope of protection granted to a particular patent.
The larger the number of claims a patent covers, the larger the scope of protection and the more valuable a particular patent. Previous studies have found the number of claims to be associated with more forward citations received (Brandstetter and Sakakibara, 2001) . Similarly, the number of patent classes measures the scope of the patent, i.e. the extent to which it covers multiple technology domains. It determines the extent of patent protection and monopoly power and hence the economic value of an invention (Scotchmer, 1991) . Therefore, patents that cover more claims or technology fields are more likely to be breakthroughs. Finally, we also include the number of inventors and the number of applicants, technology main class dummies and application year dummies as controls.
Empirical methodology
To analyze the effects of the various dimensions of technological origins and novelty of inventions on the likelihood of being a breakthroughs as measured by being an outlier in the distribution of forward citation counts, we use a probit model.
Beyond looking at the likelihood of a breakthrough invention, we also want to compare the effects of technological origins and novelty on the average value of an invention, as measured by forward citation counts received within 5 years, and on the likelihood at a particularly poor invention, as measured by receiving no forward citations. In order to discover breakthroughs, researchers might need to take more inventive risks and for instance explore emerging technologies, source unfamiliar prior art from distant technology fields, or experiment with new recombinations of technological components. Such an explorative search might increase the chances at creating breakthroughs but at the same time reduce the average value of the created inventions and increase the chances at particularly poor outcomes (Fleming, 2001) .
To this end, we also use negative binomial models to estimate the effect of our ex-ante patent characteristics on an invention's average impact as measured by forward citations counts received within five years after application. We use a probit model to predict the effects on the likelihood to have no forward citations, i.e. the likelihood of a particularly poor technological invention. In terms of the technological novelty of the invention itself, breakthroughs are found significantly more likely to recombine two technology subfields or components for the first time in history. 47% of 1 stdev breakthroughs and 50% of 3 stdev breakthroughs have at least one new pairwise combination compared to 34% and 31% for the control samples. Breakthroughs also have a larger proportion of new pairwise component combinations among all potential pairwise combinations with an average score of 0.13 and 0.14 for 1 stdev and 3 stdev breakthroughs respectively, compared to 0.08 or 0.07 for non-breakthroughs.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
Furthermore, we find evidence for breakthroughs to be broader in scope as they have a larger number of claims (22 and 23 on average compared to 15 for the control groups), more technology classes (2.1 and 2.2 compared to 1.8 for the control patents) and more technology subclasses (6.5 compared to 5.7 for the control patents). Table 3 presents the results from our multivariate analysis. Besides testing the statistical and economic significance of the different determinants of breakthroughs, we also look at the overall predictive power of our model. To do so, we calculate the recall as the proportion of technological breakthroughs which are correctly predicted to be breakthrough, i.e. patents with a predicted probability of 0.5 or higher. The precision is calculated as the proportion of predicted breakthroughs, i.e. patents with a predicted probability of 0.5 or higher, which actually are breakthroughs. Finally, we also calculate the proportion of correctly predicted patents, i.e. both breakthrough and non-breakthroughs.
Insert More backward patent citations increase the likelihood of being a breakthrough. A stdev increase in the number of backward patent citations increase the likelihood at a 1 stdev breakthrough with 1.8% and the likelihood at a 3 stdev breakthrough with 0.5% on average. The estimated difference in the probability of being a breakthrough between a patent with the largest number of backward citations in our sample and a patent without backward citation is 65% for 1 stdev breakthroughs and 17% for 3 stdev breakthroughs. Citing more prior patents also has a positive effect on the average number of forward citations and reduces the likelihood at 0 forward cites. Also citations to non-technical prior art have a positive effect. A stdev increase in the number of non-technical prior art citations increase the chances with 1.3% for 1 stdev breakthroughs and with 0.5% for 3 stdev breakthroughs while the difference between the patent with most non-technical prior art citations and patents without any citations is 32% and 11% for 1 and 3 stdev breakthroughs respectively. As for backward patent citations, citing more nontechnical literature has a positive effect on the average value and reduces the likelihood at a particularly poor invention.
Contrary to expectations, patents with dissimilar backward patent citations compared to similar prior art are 2.3% and 1.2% less likely to have a big impact. Nevertheless, having a dissimilar combination of backward patent citations reduces the likelihood at particularly poor outcomes with 1.8% while having no significant effect on the average number of forward cites.
Furthermore, breakthroughs are found to build on more recent technical prior art. A stdev increase in the average age of cited patents decreases the likelihood with 2.2% for 1 stdev breakthroughs and 1.1% for 3 stdev breakthroughs while the difference in likelihood between the patent with the youngest and the patent with the oldest patents cited is 16% and 8%. The age of technical prior art reduces the average value of the patent and increase the likelihood at 0 forward cites.
Besides relying on younger technical prior art, high impact patents seem to cite prior art from many different technology fields, particularly technology fields different from its own. A stdev increase in the spread of cited patents across technology fields increases the likelihood with 1.9% for 1 stdev breakthroughs and 0.9% for 3 stdev breakthroughs. The difference between a patent in our sample with the lowest spread and a patent with the highest spread is 5.9% and 2.8% respectively. Breakthroughs seem to cite proportionally more patents from technology fields different from its own fields. An increase of 1 stdev in the proportion of cited patents from different fields is associated with an increase of 0.4% for both 1 and 3 stdev breakthroughs while the difference in likelihood between a patent not citing any different technology fields and patent with only cites to different fields is around 1.7%. Citing patents from many different technology fields and technology fields different from its own also increases the average number of forward citations and reduces the probability of receiving no citations This difference is potentially caused by the fact that we limit our study to biotechnology whereas Technological breakthroughs are rare events with only 8.9% and 3.6% of the patents in our sample to be labeled as breakthrough according to the different definitions. This hampers the precision and recall of the different models. Despite the many significant determinants of breakthroughs being identified, the different probit models perform rather poorly with respect to recall and precision. The minimum recall is 3.6% while the maximum is 4.4%. So the full model can only correctly identify a small minority of all breakthroughs. The minimum precision is 43%
while the maximum precision is 57%. Between 91.2% and 96.4% of all patent are correctly predicted. All this is a reminder of the high unpredictability inherently associated with the creation of breakthroughs. Robust standard errors in brackets *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Recall represent the proportion of technological breakthroughs which are correctly predicted to be breakthroughs Precision represent the proportion of actual technological breakthroughs out of the predicted technological breakthroughs
Discussion and Conclusion
